TIPS BEFORE YOU INSTALL YOUR Audio Shade:
No tools or drilling are required for installation of the Stealth Audio Shade. A double sided gray tape, protected with red film, is pre-adhered to the LH and RH back sides of the Audio Shade. Leave the red film in place during pre-fitting. You’ll remove it later when you’re ready to secure the Audio Shade in its permanent place. However, you may not want to permanently adhere your Audio Visor. Note: The gap between the color upper dash panel pieces and the color side rails that frame your audio control panel will usually hold the Audio Shade securely without relying on adhesive. This provides a good way to determine the correct height for attaching the Audio Shade. Our early experiences with the product suggest that it can function without using the double-stick tape, enabling adjustment any time.
If you choose to not adhere it to your instrument panel, be aware that turbulence on the highway could dislodge the Audio Shade.

1. Slip the outer edges of the Audio Shade under the overlapping color trim pieces in the center of the Slingshot instrument panel.

2. Slide the Audio Shade up or down to facilitate your preferred location for maximum shade and unobstructed line of sight to the audio/ back-up monitor. Once satisfied with location...

3. Remove Audio Shade and clean both LH and RH color side panels that frame the Slingshot’s audio control panel. (Note: tape location under the Audio Shade for determining points of contact and do not remove the tape yet.) Clean the side panels with isopropyl alcohol and allow time for air dry.

4. Remove the red protective tape and carefully position the Audio Shade. Press firmly to secure.

Clean the Color Side Panels indicated with blue masking tape.

Over-Lapping Color Trim Pieces

Side Panels/Side Rails